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A transect was cut across Gallows Hill, Dungarvan, in 2017, 2018, and 2019, 
revealing indications that the mound was used as a place of execution around 
the 16th/17th. Several apparently concentric ditches were found, and evidence 
of remains below or within the mound going back at least to the 5th/ 6th 
century. In 2021 two new trenches were cut at the foot of the mound, to clarify 
and date the construction history of the mound and ditches.  
There are now two clear construction stages, with an extremely short or very 
long interval between. A mound or banked structure was surrounded by a 
shallow �at-bottomed ditch, which was quickly replaced by a deeper ditch. 
The inner half of the �at ditch was �lled with mound material, which appears to 
have risen in tall steps or terraces to become the monument that weathered 
into present Gallows Hill. The structure was layered, and laced with 
woodwork.  
Radiocarbon dating of charred timbers lacing the present mound will clarify 
the construction timespan, which may be entirely in the 5th/6th century AD, or 
may be mostly in the second millennium AD, building on an earlier monument. 
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9. Please outline the objectives
of the project

The overall objective of the Gallows Hill investigations is to upgrade the 
monument's standing in the local community, by increasing local awareness and 
instilling a sense of pride. The objective of the 2021 excavations was to iron out 
discrepancies in the stories from trenches on opposite sides, and to date the 
construction of the present mound.   

10. Please describe the
methodology used in conducting
the research

Two radial trenches were cut at the foot of the mound, reasonably close to 
those already cut, to �nd corroborative evidence (or otherwise) for the 
sequences of ditches recorded to date, to attempt a coherent evolution story 
for the monument. For dating we were to collect up to 6 samples of 
appropriate charcoal from signi�cant sealed contexts

11. Please outline the findings of
your research and/or milestones
achieved

The 2021 excavations were successful in ironing out inconsistencies from 
previous seasons. The trench on the west side produced a similar array of 
ditches to the 2017 trench, but the ditching sequence is now much clearer, and 
meshes with the sequence on the east side. As before we have a wide shallow 
ditch and two concentric deeper ditches on the west side. The shallow one is 
the earliest, but perhaps only by a whisker. It was cut through and part of it 
in�lled before any substantial weathering had taken place. The replacement 
ditch was cut deeper and further from the centre of the present mound, 
expanding the mound to cover the redundant half ditch. The mound material in 
the redundant ditch has a layered appearance, suggesting a sandwich of 
construction material in horizontal layers.  
A second deep ditch is more or less concentric to the �rst, but more precisely 
concentric to the �at-bottomed original, a good indication that the ditches 
were open at the same time. 
Upcast material from the outer ditch may have provided a rampart on the 
berm, and the deliberate late in�lling of the ditch (to bring the uneven ground 
into cultivation) suggests a bank perched on the inside edge. In spite of good 
preservation (minimal damage from 20th century landscaping) no bank 
material and no buried soil were found in situ. Some of the upcast from the 
outer ditch may have been used to build the mound. 
The large ditch on the east side of the mound, conveniently in both trenches, is 
the continuation of the inner ditch on the west side, but wider. On the east side, 
as on the west, this cut through a �at-bottomed ditch, and on the east side, in 
2021, we managed to reach the inside edge of the earlier ditch, rising almost 
vertically from the �at base, and levelling abruptly on top of a bank or shelf.  
As the later ditch was cut the �oor of the earlier ditch was buried with layered 
material (upcast clay probably with brushwood or other organic material) 
which included charred timbers, laid �at. Construction rose to the level of the 
earlier mound or shelf, which was extended out over the new build, and 
incorporated a lattice of timbers, some charred. The new build rose from the 
instep of the shelf as layered material again, with a near vertical outside face.  
The completed mound thus seems to have had a stepped appearance, at least 
near ground level, and perhaps to its full height. There is currently very little to 
suggest the mound was built as a motte, and the charcoal dates of c.500AD 
from the 2019 samples may represent the entire structure, perhaps a stepped 
mound which was extended to the same design.  
We are only a week or two away from getting the dates from the QUB lab. 
Then we will know if it’s not a motte.   

12. a) Please provide details of
the dissemination of the

The Adopt a Monument Group released bulletins on facebook during the dig.  
I will be giving a presentation to the group and the community when the dates 



outcomes from this project (inc.
publications, presentations,
outreach, media etc.) including
details of any social media/web
platforms used to publicise this
project

come in from QUB. Publication will probably be an article in Decies, but an 
information panel is planned for the site (shelved pending the results, ie dates, 
from this year). If the dates are as early as expected an article in Archaeology 
Ireland might be appropriate. And if aasked I will be more than happy to talk to 
societies and conferences. 

b) No. of Academic
Papers/articles published:

0

c) No. of Lectures
given/outreach events involved
in:

0

d) Media Coverage (article in
local newspaper, feature on
University website etc.):

Weekly articles during the excavation

e) How will you continue to
communicate the results of your
project and what are your
publication plans?

A local talk once dates come in, report in Decies, possible article in 
Archaeology Ireland. Am open to invitations.  
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Preliminary report on further research excavations at 

Gallowshill, Dungarvan, Co. Waterford, in 2021. (17E0245 

Ext’n.) 

 

Summary.  

A transect had been cut across Gallows Hill, Dungarvan, in 2017, 2018, and 2019, 

revealing indications that the mound was used as a place of execution around the 

16th/17th century. Several apparently concentric ditches were found around the mound, 

and evidence of remains below or within the mound going back at least to the 5th/ 6th 

century AD. In 2021 two new trenches were cut at the foot of the mound, to clarify and 

date the construction history of the mound and ditches.  

The 2021 excavations revealed at least two clear construction stages, of which the latest 

involved expanding a pre-existing circular platform or stepped mound, building into the 

earlier shallow flat-bottomed ditch, and probably raising the mound to more than the 

present height (c.7m above subsoil), with material quarried from a deeper concentric 

ditch. A third ditch may be associated with either of the others. The finished mound 

rose in several tall steps or terraces, and was built in horizontal layers, laced with 

woodwork.  

Charred timbers on the east side of the mound, tying in the late structure, produced 

consistent felling dates in the late 6th to mid 7th century (596-646AD, 602-663AD, 553-

641AD, 591-656AD, 2σ ranges), and willow charcoal from the latest construction level 

had a similar range (604-660AD, 2σ), but charcoal from a timber lacing the west side 

produced a substantially earlier date (128-315AD, 2σ).  

The characteristic flat-bottomed ditch, and the size of the monument in plan is 

reminiscent of stepped barrows, but the height of Gallows Hill makes it unusual. It is 

not clear if the mound was ever adapted for use as a motte. 

The investigations were carried out by the Dungarvan Adopt a Monument Group, with 

the support of the Royal Irish Academy, over two weeks in the summer of 2021.  

(Because the dating is crucial to our understanding of the monument this report was 

held back until C14 dates dates became available.)  
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.  

Site location. 

Location description.  

The site is on the low ridge which forms a promontory into Dungarvan Harbour. Gallows Hill 

is at the neck of the promontory, and the castle and medieval town of Dungarvan are at the 

end of the promontory, 1km to the east. Gallowshill is the townland, in Co. Waterford.  

 

Gallows Hill location and trenches. 
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Background and aims of the excavation. 

Gallows Hill (WA031-067) has the appearance of an Anglo- Norman motte. Investigations on 

the mound in 2018 and 2019 found the top had been used for burials around the 16th/ 17th 

century, almost certainly for people executed on the hill. No remains of an Anglo-Norman 

timber superstructure were found on the mound, but it is believed the top of the hill was 

deliberately truncated by as much as 0.4m around the 16th/ 17th century, when this was a place 

of execution.  

Three ditches were found in Trench 1 on the west side of the hill in 2017. In 2019 Trench 4, 

on the east side, found two ditches, one of which appeared to be sealed under the mound. 

Charcoal from the ditch returned radiocarbon dates of 404-537AD and 430-615AD (2σ), 

suggesting activity six centuries or more before a motte might have been built. (Pollock 2019, 

13.) 

 

  

 

Location of Trenches 5,6, 2021.  
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Excavation results. 

 

Trenches 1 and 5. 

Trench 5 (16m long) was cut close to former Trench 1. The east end of the trench, cutting 

into the foot of the mound was initially 4m wide, to allow for a stepping back to 2m, for 

safety. The west end of the trench was 2m wide.  

  

(Left) Trench 5 from W, ditch 024 near side of ranging pole, (right) from NE, ditch 023 near 

side of ranging pole. 
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Sod on a recent topsoil with lenses of poorly mixed soil with clay and domestic waste 501 

overlay a field soil 502, worm-sorted with a grit-free upper layer. This field soil had been 

truncated by landscaping in Trench 1 (dug in 2017), but was intact here, with a deep and 

continuous grit-free layer representing fallow conditions over a long period. A scatter of coal 

grit in a greyer soil 503 towards the foot of the mound is unlikely to be significant. Most of 

these soils (501, 502, 503) were removed by machine at the start of the excavation, and a 

mixed bag of finds was recovered as 500. 

The fallow ploughsoil 502 overlay a wide band of boulder clay subsoil in the middle of the 

trench, and a brown soil 505, 504 (earlier field soil) to east and west, over early ditches. As in 

2017 (Trench 1) the subsoil was very like the ditch fills, and to be sure there was no upcast 

bank surviving between the ditches a 1m wide strip of subsoil was investigated. All was 

subsoil in situ.  

       

 

In the outer ditch 024 the old field soil 504, 508 overlay a clay-rich soil 511, a levelling layer 

derived from outcropping subsoil or a former upcast bank on the east side of the ditch. The 

surface of the levelling material had ploughscores 513 aligned north/south. The alignment 

matches the fields in use before the ground was enveloped by suburbia. A boundary wall is 

shown very close by (within a few metres) on the c.1840 OS 1/10560 survey, but had been 

removed before the late 19th century 1/2500 survey was carried out.  

The infill 511, and ploughsoil 508 in the southern half of the ditch, overlay a deep soil or silt 

510, which was investigated to 0.8m below the adjacent subsoil surface. This is the upper fill 

of a ditch 024, first encountered in Trench 1, and apparently concentric to the standing 

mound, but more than socially distanced. The inside edge of the ditch is near vertical in 

Trench 5, the outside edge slopes more gently, but is complicated by a potentially 

contemporary sloping cut 518 running west at a rightangle. There is no indication of one 
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ditch cutting another, and 024 and 518 appear to have been open together, both filling with 

510. Only a small piece of 518 was clipped by the trench, and the size and function of the cut 

is unclear. It did not continue beyond 024, to the east. 

 

At left, junction of ditches 024 and 518, from NE. 

Closer to the mound two ditches were uncovered in Trench 1, one cutting the other. Both 

continued into Trench 5, but it was clear in the later trench that the second was being cut 

before the first had filled in. The earlier ditch 021 has a steep outer face, cut to an almost flat 

base 0.65m below the adjacent subsoil surface. The base dropped slightly (0.45m) over 7m, 

to the eastern limit of the trench, under the foot of the present mound.  

                                                                                                      

 

The near flat-bottomed ditch 021 was then cut by a deeper ditch 023, which almost reached 

the earlier outside lip, leaving only a narrow ledge. On the inner lip of the new ditch a low 
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ridge of dirty orange clay 519 immediately overlay the clean floor of the earlier ditch, and 

onto and beyond this, to the east, a distinctive deposit of material 516, 509 accumulated and 

became the present mound. As found today this material is banded or layered, mostly a pale 

purple grey gritty clay silt, with flat concentrations of iron and manganese. The material 

directly overlies the floor of the ditch, with no fine silt to suggest a period of weathering 

between the cutting and filling of the ditch. The banding is too wide to represent individual 

sods, and careful excavation failed to find casts of timbers or brushwood. A concentration of 

charcoal 514 appeared to represent the charred outside of a stick lying flat in the material, 

approximately radial to the mound, but no other charred timbers were found. The charcoal 

514 provided a C-14 date of 128-315AD (2σ range), with a 92% chance of being within the 

range 128-251AD (UBA-46535). This is the earliest date from Gallows Hill, and not easily 

explained.  

  

Banded mound material on floor of early ditch, from S, and from W. 

The deep ditch 023 was investigated to c.1.5m below the surface of the adjacent clay subsoil, 

c.1m below the floor of the earlier ditch. The fill was a soft orange brown mottled clay soil 

507 with patches of pale purple gleyed material weathered from the mound. A strip of fine 

grey brown sandy silt 506 overlying 507and close to the west side of the ditch probably 

represents the top of the largely infilled ditch at a time of altered weathering. The base of the 

silt 506 is 1.0m below present ground level, but only 0.6m below ground level when the area 

became suburban. The upper fill of the ditch, over the foot of the mound, is a silty soil 505, a 

continuation of the cultivation soil 504 to the west but outside the field marked on the early 

OS survey and perhaps not ploughed before the field boundary was removed. The overlying 

502 probably represents ploughing following the removal of the boundary wall, and a 

subsequent fallow period.  

 

 

Trench 6 (4m x 12m) was opened on the 27 July 2021 using a JCB. The trench radiated out 

from the mound towards the southeast, c.6m from Trench 4 (2019).   
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Trench 6, Trench 4, with suggested line of later ditch. 

The sod and topsoil 602 and modern infill material 603 and 604 were removed in thin spits 

(c. 0.10m) by machine onto a grey black compact silt 605. The stratigraphy matched that of 

Trench 4 (2019), the recent deposits 604 (soil, yellow clay, cement blocks, mattresses) are 

flytipping debris and remedial landscaping carried out by the Local Authority in recent 

decades. 

 

T6 section (S side, reversed). 
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The trench was then cleaned to remove any remains of late deposits 602, 603, 604. At this 

point the southeast end of the trench was 1m deep and (for safety) was stepped in by 1m on 

both sides, leaving a 2m strip in the middle. All further excavation was carried out by hand. 

Below the debris and infill silt 605 (0.05-0.15m thick) was a compact, organic, stone free silt, 

a fairly recent ground surface, stained by the dumped material.  

This overlay silt 609, c.0.15 m thick on the slope of the mound, but deepening to the 

southeast. Pottery (17th/18thC), clay pipe fragments, window and bottle glass, slag and some 

metal were recovered from this layer. 

The removal of 609 exposed a shelf in the mound material, at a similar level to the shelf 325 

exposed in the nearby Trench 4. The silt on the shelf was very loose and stained with 

manganese.  

 

The ditch 

A strip 1m x 3m was excavated into the ditch at the southeast end of the trench. The upper fill 

was a compact grey/brown soil 632, up to 0.7m deep, which could be followed in towards the 

foot of the mound below the silt 609. The compact soil overlay a brown soil with small stone, 

lumps of clay and lenses of black silt 634, over a greybrown silt 635 against the outside slope 

633. Surprisingly no outside slope of the ditch was found in 2019, in Trench 4, but in 

Trench 6 the outside slope cut pink/brown clay subsoil over a sandy gravel, and it is possible 

that the gravel was exploited a few metres to the north, and the ditch may have become a 

quarry.  

 

Outside slope 633 of ditch just appearing, bottom left, from NE.  

The ditch was not bottomed; excavation stopped at 2.7m below present ground level, and 

work concentrated on the mound. No finds were recovered from ditch fills 632, 633. 634 or 

635.  
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The mound 

At the northwest end of the trench intact mound material was uncovered under soil 609, as a 

purple/grey clayey soil interleaved with grey silt and ironpan in thin horizontal layers 608, 

with a flat shelf on top.  A deposit of yellow clay interleaved with a purple/grey clay 625 was 

exposed in the southwest corner of the trench, over the shelf and under or behind 609. The 

steep face of this deposit did not appear to be concentric with the present mound, but it is 

nonetheless considered essentially contemporary with the material 608 under the shelf. 

  

(Left) Shelf, and mound material above and below, from E. (Right) Shelf with charred timber 

616, from S. 

The shelf was represented by a concentration of iron and manganese salts, in a patchy 

horizontal layer 638, the salts particularly concentrated in stripes, some with char, 

representing timbers which had decayed in situ. The recognisable individual timbers, some 

charred (610, 612, 615, 616, 618) were laid approximately parallel to each other and at a 

rightangle to the face of layered yellow clay 625. The timbers were probably set radially in 

the mound under construction, and at least one or two appear to have been set concentric to 

the mound. This is context 619, mostly manganese salts rather than charcoal, aligned in 

parallel strips that might represent two pieces or one wider piece. The radial timbers 

represented by 610, 612, 618 had probably been laid over 619. The western ends of all radials 

appear to have been held fast as the main lengths subsided, and settled on a level c.20cm 

below, suggesting the timbers were lacing a new structure onto an older earthwork, which 

had already settled.  
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Timbers recorded on shelf 638. 

 

T6 section (S side, reversed). 

Below the shelf 638 the mound material 608 was a distinctive grey clay interleaved with iron 

and manganese pans in thin horizontal layers 2-3cm thick, with a second, less busy, horizon 

of wood and charred timbers 639 25cm below the shelf. Two “ghosts” of radial timbers 

(perhaps planks, 621, 622) were identified in 639.  A thin spread of charcoal and burnt bone 

611 was found at the base of the layered mound material, overlying stones and silt 626, 627.  

A number of charcoal samples were taken, and considered by John Tierney for C14 dating. 

Samples from timbers 610, 615, 621 and 622 were forwarded to QUB.  The samples were 

potentially from large pieces of wood, which may have been felled and used long before they 

found their way into the mound, but the dates are remarkably consistent. The 2σ ranges for 

the large timbers are 596-646AD, 602-663AD, 553-641AD, 591-656AD. The consistency is 

matched by a sample of likely willow charcoal recovered from the debris 611 under the 

extended mound (2σ range 604-660AD). 

A wide strip (1.2m) of mound material 608 was removed onto a group of large stones 626 

and a clean grey silt 627 lying on the floor of the flat-bottomed ditch or shelf 624. The shelf 

or ditch had a sharp angle and steep slope, almost vertical, rising to the west. The lower part 

of this slope was cut into clay subsoil, but the slope rose unbroken against a grey brown stony 

soil 237, former bank or mound material. The bank or mound appears to rise no higher than 

the shelf 638, and underlies the west end of the timbers at this level.  
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Layered mound material over stones 626, against cut 624, from NE. (Below) Cut and stones 

in plan. 
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Sections A-B, C-D. 

The large stones 626 only extended a short distance across the floor of the ditch or shelf 624, 

but the floor continued at least to the edge of the later and deeper ditch (633 etc). Mound 

material 641 on the silt 627 over the almost flat floor of the early ditch or shelf (rising slightly 

to the east) was more compact than the similar material 608 above. Between the two a spread 

of charcoal and burnt bone 611 was recorded and sampled. The deposit looks very similar to 

the material analysed and dated in 2019, but the context looks different. The 2019 material 

appeared to be in the fill of a deep and narrow ditch 305, of which there was no trace in the 

2021 trench. 

On the north side of stones 626 and under silt 627 a stakehole 628 was identified, with a 

charcoal rich fill 629, cutting through a yellow clay and  ironpan 630. A lens of grey silt and 

tiny fragments of slate were identified to the east of it. These features are likely to have been 

truncated by cut 624 and to predate mound material 641 but too little was uncovered to say 

much about them. 
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Discussion. 

 

Suggested footprint of the early shallow ditch (dashed line less likely inner edge). 

The 2021 excavations were successful in ironing out inconsistencies from previous seasons. 

The trench on the west side produced a similar array of ditches to the 2017 trench, but the 

ditching sequence is now much clearer, and meshes with the sequence on the east side. As 

before we have a wide shallow ditch and two other concentric ditches on the west side. The 

shallow one is the earliest, but perhaps only by a whisker. It was cut by one of the other 

ditches and partly infilled before any substantial weathering had taken place. The 

replacement ditch was cut deeper and further from the centre of the present mound, allowing 

the mound to expand over the redundant half ditch. The mound material in the redundant 

ditch has a layered appearance, suggesting a sandwich of construction material in horizontal 

layers.  
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Suggested footprint (in orange) of the inner deep ditch and an outer ditch. 

The third ditch has only been seen on the west side, so its full circuit cannot be drawn with 

any confidence. The two short appearances suggest the ditch is concentric with the earlier of 

the other two ditches, and although it is deeper it has not been bottomed in the two trenches 

cutting across it; it has a near vertical inside face and might well have a flat base. 

Upcast material from the outer ditch may have provided a rampart on the berm, and the 

deliberate late infilling of the ditch (to bring the uneven ground into cultivation) suggests a 

bank perched on the inside edge. In spite of good preservation (minimal damage from 20th 

century landscaping) no bank material and no buried soil were found in situ, which hints that 

most of the upcast may have found its way onto the central mound. If the outer ditch belongs 

with the flat-bottomed inner, the mound rose to its extraordinary height early on; if it belongs 

with the later cut, the mound may have been quite low to start with. 

On the east side of the mound, in Trench 6, we found a large ditch cutting into a shelf 624. 

This is similar to the west, the shelf being the earlier flat bottomed ditch, with its outside edge 

cut away. The inside edge however is very well preserved in Trench 6, as a near vertical face 

rising up to a bank or platform c.1.4m above. As on the west side the mound material filling 

the shelf and pressing against the inside edge was layered horizontally, probably clay and soil 
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sandwiched with brushwood, and occasional larger timbers, some charred. At the top of the 

former bank or platform timbers radiated out over the new build, presenting a step or terrace. 

The new face of the mound rose steeply from the step or terrace, and may have continued up 

the mound in a series of steps or terraces.  

 

 

Westropp’s sketch of the mound, and the direction of the view (based on distant landscape) 

shown on OS 1/2500 survey. 

The antiquarian Thomas Johnson Westropp visited the mound in 1907 and sketched it, 

drawing attention to its unusual profile at the time. The mound steepened considerably near 

the base, and this steepening is shown in the OS 1/2500 survey of the late 19th century. Above 

the steep slope the mound may have had a smooth profile, or there may have been another 

step, and Westropp’s sketch suggests there may have been a further three or so. Digging on 

top of the mound in 2019 (Trench 2) found indications that the top had been taken down 
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0.3m to 0.4m in the 16th or 17th century (Pollock 2019, 14); the excavated material may have 

been used to infill any high steps and generally smooth the profile. Or the profile may have 

been smoothed when (and if) the mound was used as a motte.  

The earlier monument on the site appears to have comprised one or two ditches, steep-sided 

and flat-bottomed, with a near circular bank or platform or mound in the middle. Cutting the 

inner ditch alone (c.0.65 into the ground) would have produced c.76m³ of upcast, sufficient 

for a platform c.0.9m high. Where we have seen a mound or platform on the inside lip of the 

ditch (637, Trench 6), it is only 0.65m high, so there would have been sufficient left over for 

another step, a bit of a mound. With a second, longer, and deeper, ditch there would be plenty 

for a tall stepped mound. 

 

Suggested stepped profile, east side of mound.  

When the tidy flat-bottomed ditch was cut by a new and deeper one the footprint of the 

mound was enlarged, but apparently unevenly. The centre of the larger monument seems to 

have shifted northwards. This version of the mound had pronounced steps or terraces on the 

lower slope, and may have risen in four or more near sharp jumps to its new summit.  

There is no indication of stavework or wickerwork on the faces of the terraces, but at least 

one terrace had a good deal of radial woodwork tying into the terrace on the smaller mound. 
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Suggested reconstruction sketch of completed mound, suburbia overlain, from S. 

A collection of large stones (626, Trench 6) found its way into the early flat-bottomed ditch, 

under the new mound material. These stones are likely to have come from somewhere higher 

on the original mound, perhaps on the first step; we have not seen the back face of the step. 

The circular flat-bottomed ditch of the early mound, and the stepping of the sides, can be 

paralleled at a number of stepped barrows. (My thanks to Jean Farrelly for pointing this out to 

me.) Some 65 monuments around the 

country have been classified in this bracket, 

most of them well inland, none in the 

vicinity of Dungarvan, and none south of the 

Suir. 

 The stepped barrow at Longstone, Co. 

Tipperary (TS058-079) has concentric 

elements, and an overall diameter of 56m. It 

has a flat-bottomed ditch, and perhaps a 

concentric outer ditch (inner lip at the edge 

of the low bank) of similar diameter to the 

outer ditch at Gallows Hill (inner edge c.56m 

dia). 

 

Distribution of stepped barrows, after NMS. 
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Longstone stepped barrow, Digital Globe image, with Gallows Hill outer ditch 

superimposed, dashed. 

Flat-bottomed ditches are known from medieval sites, and can be associated with castles. The 

tower house at Barryscourt, Co. Cork, was surrounded by a wide flat-bottomed ditch, which 

held water (Pollock 2017a, 53). At the other end of the country, in county Down, a flat-

bottomed ditch may be associated with a motte, or a half built motte, but this site, the Mound 

of Down, is currently undated (Macdonald 2012). The central lump at this site is a raised 

crescent rather than a balanced mound, with a concentric ditch, partly recut. Two small 

trenches were cut into the ditch in 2012; the likely recut “had steep sides and a relatively flat 

base and contained approximately a depth of 1.5 metres of deposits”, whilst the likely 

original was only 0.35m deep, and appears flat-bottomed on the photograph in the report 

(Macdonald 2012, 3, 30). There is also a massive enclosing earthwork at this site, and the 

excavator suggests the crescent and recut is the latest work, Anglo-Norman, grafted onto 

either an initial construction stage, or an earlier monument, perhaps a rath (Macdonald 2012, 

34).  
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.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mound of Down, initial cut 

and recut around central 

monument, outer ditch at 

Gallows Hill superimposed, 

dashed. 

 

Interestingly it has been speculated that the Mound of Down is a Gaelic inauguration mound, 

associated with the migration of the Dál Fiatach from Emain Macha in the late 5th century 

(McErlean 2002,72, in Macdonald 2012, 33).  

An altogether grander parallel for the stepped mound may be Glastonbury Tor, Somerset, not 

too far away across the Irish Sea. 

The C14 dates for Gallows Hill provide a useful cluster around the first half of the 7th 

century, which must date the expansion of the mound. We have one maverick date on the 

west side, with a 2σ range 128-315AD, of which the 92% probability is in the range 128-

251AD. The charred stick appeared to come from the same mound-expansion material with a 

confident  early 7th century date on the east side, so perhaps the char is from an antique 

wooden object, burnt and discarded. A lesser spanner in the works came from Trench 4, in 

2019. Two dates came from material in features which cannot be exactly matched in Trench 

6. One sample (315) was from apparent mound material under the first step or terrace, the 

other (306) from the fill of a gully cutting through the step. Charcoal under the step produced 

an acceptable 2σ range 430-615AD, with an 82% probability in the range 530-615AD, quite 

compatible with the dates from Trench 6, but the stratigraphically later sample produced a 

2σ range 404-537AD.  This was from charcoal with burnt animal bone, and perhaps included 

very old timber in the firewood.  
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The older C-14 dates are not easily explained. Although we know a circular monument was 

enlarged in the late 6th or early 7th century AD, the earlier monument appears to have been 

quite fresh at the time, with minimal silting in the surrounding ditch and an unweathered bank 

on the lip of that ditch. The older dates are apparently from material in the expanded mound 

(514, Trench 5), and from a gully cutting into the expanded mound (306, Trench 4). The 

mound may be more complicated than it appears, with a number of additions over a long 

period.  

 

Sections, Trenches 4, 6. Shelf 325 is potentially the continuation of 638, and the steep cut 305 

may be the outside slope of the flat-bottomed ditch 624. 

Further work. 

When all the specialist reports have been completed the final report for 2021 will be 

presented.  

It is likely that the completed, expanded, mound at Gallows Hill had a number of distinct tall 

steps or terraces, or there may have been one terrace rising in a spiral.  There is no clear 

indication of either a spiral or steps towards the top of the mound, and this may be due to 

damage on the hilltop at the end of the medieval period, or to adapting the mound as a motte 

a few centuries earlier, or of course there may not have been steps or a spiral to the top. 
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Investigating the shoulders of the mound in 2019 (Trench 4, Pollock 2019) found thick 

horizontal bands of original fabric below and beyond the burials, but these bands alone do not 

demonstrate a stepped profile near the summit.  

To piece together a picture of the completed mound, and to see how it may have been 

adapted, it would be useful to commission a detailed topographic model (by Lidar or 

photogrammetry) and appropriate geophysical survey (to locate buried terraces).  

With the discovery of an additional piece of ditch 518 in Trench 5, open with the outer ditch 

around the mound, there is a possibility of satellite monuments. Geophysical surveying 

carried out in the vicinity of the mound in 2016 was inconclusive, but further surveying, 

under optimum ground conditions, might be rewarding. The entire green area within 20m of 

the foot of the mound may produce interesting results.  

When the surveying has finished it may be useful to target small areas on the upper slope of 

the mound, to check survey results against excavated remains and perhaps distinguish 

landscaping in the 16th or 17th century from earlier work (if any) associated with motte 

construction. At present the only indication of a possible motte is provided by the silver 

penny of Henry II (205:18, Pollock 2019, 15) recovered from the disturbed summit.   

Thanks.  

I am grateful to the Royal Irish Academy, who provided the research grant which made the 2021 

season possible, to Waterford City and County Council who gave valuable assistance once again, and 

to Jo Moran who supervised and reported on Trench 6. My thanks to the County Museum Dungarvan, 

and especially to the extraordinary group of volunteers in the Dungarvan Adopt a Monument Group 

who did a remarkable job again.   

 

Dave Pollock, MIAI. 3/12/21. 

 is the partnership of Jo Moran and Dave Pollock, VAT No. 9518363E 
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 Gallows Hill 2021, 17E0245 Ext'n. Contexts. 
Trenc
h   

Contex
t Description 

T5 21 
Shallow ditch, flat-bottomed, fill 017, maybe related to cut 022 (deeper), both 
cut by 023 

T5 23 Inner deep ditch, cutting fill 017 of ditch 021, and fills /slip 011, 013 etc 

T5 24 Outer ditch, fill 010, topfill 002, cuts subsoil 

T5 500 Machine clearance, topsoil 

T5 501 Redeposited topsoil, late 20thC  

T5 502 Field soil, wormed, intact 

T5 503 As 502, over ditch 023, greybrown soil with coal 

T5 504 Old soil, upper fill of ditch 024, under 502, over 511, with scores 513 

T5 505 Fine brown silty soil, foot of mound, under 502, 503, over 509, 507 

T5 506 Fine grey sandy silt, hillwash , fill of 023, under 503, 502 

T5 507 mottled orange/ mauve brown, with Fe stains, fill of early ditch/base of mound 

T5 508 Upper fill of outer ditch 024, and ditch 518, as 504, over 512 

T5 509 mauve brown mound material, some wash, mostly intact, as 516 

T5 510 silt/soil fill of ditch 024, and ditch 518, under 508, 511 

T5 511 
Mixed soil, redeposited subsoilupcast, deliberate infilling of hollow of ditch 
024, scored by 513, under 504, 508, over 510 

T5 512 Subsoil, W end orf trench, cut by ditches 024, 518 

T5 513 Ploughscores, pllel with known fields, top of 511, under soil 504  

T5 514 Charred stick, lying flat in mound material 516 

T5 515 Char smudge, below 514, in 516 

T5 516 
Layered mound material, mottled orange, mauve brown, with Fe nd Mn 
lenses, as 509, over floor of flat ditch 

T5 517 Subsoil, looked redeposited but most or all in situ.  

T5 518 Ditch, apparently open with 024, fill 510 (as 024) 

T6 601 Finds from machine clearance. 

T6 602 Topsoil and underlying stoney soil which includes yellow clay over 603. 

T6 603 Redeposited yellow clay under 602 over 604 

T6 604 
Infill material (by County Council), black silt, stone, concrete, plastic, metal, 
household rubbish under 603 over 605. 

T6 605 Stone free light grey silt under 604 

T6 606 Pink/brown clay, ditch fill under 605. 

T6 607 
Grey/brown clayey soil, includes some small stone, redbrick, pieces of coal and 
molten material. 

T6 608 Purple/brown clay, layered with ironpanned, very compact, mound material. 

T6 609 Brown silty soil, over 608. 

T6 610 Charred piece if timber (sampled 03/09/21). 

T6 611 
Grey silt with lumps of charcoal and burnt animal bone within the mound 
material 608. 

T6 612 
Grey silt with charcoal, thin lens in possible gully, over thin lens of yellow clay 
613. 

T6 613 Thin lens of yellow clay within bank, filled with 612.  

T6 614 Yellow clay layered with ironpan at the base of the bank material.  

T6 615 Charred timber 

T6 616 Charred timber 
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T6 617 Charred timber 

T6 618 Charred timber 

T6 619 Charred timber 

T6 620 Charred timber 

T6 621 Charred timber (earlier layer) 

T6 622 Charred timber (earlier layer) 

T6 623 Grey silt with charcoal on the edge of ditch cut. 

T6 625 Ditch cut, flat bottom, filled with 626, 627, 608 

T6 626 Small boulders or stone in silt 627 under 608 

T6 627 
Grey silt with lenses of charcoal infilling the bottom of cut 625, stones 626 
sitting in it. Silt 620 is interleaved with this deposit,                                   

T6 628 Stake, infilled with charcoal rich silt 629 (diameter 0.12m, 0.15m deep) 

T6 629 Fill of 628, charcoal rich grey silt. 

T6 630 

Possible curvilinear feature under 608, filled with yellow clay interleaved with 
grey clay and ironpan 614. Includes a patch of grey silt with tiny fragments of 
slate. Cut by 628. 

T6 631 Finds from spoil heap recovered with help of the metal detector. 

T6 632 Grey brown clayey soil, ditch fill under 609. 

T6 633 Ditch cut, outer edge cut through pink brown clay and gravel. 

T6 634 
Ditch fill under 632, brown soil with small stone, lumps of yellow clay and 
lenses of black silt. 

T6 635 Ditch fill under 634, grey brown stony soil.   

T6 636 Ditch cut inner edge of big ditch 633. 

T6 637 Grey brown stony soil over subsoil under 637 (pre-mound) cut but by 624 

T6 638 Layer of charred wood, includes 610, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619 over 608. 

T6 639 Layer of wood represented by manganese and charred wood 621 and 622 

T6 641 Lower mound material, purple clay interleaved with grey silt and ironpan. 

 

 

17E0245. Gallowshill, 2021. Finds, by context.       

Excav. No site No Context 
Item 
no 

Simple 
name Full name Material      

                

17E0245:500:1 17E0245 500 1 claypipe clay pipe bowl ceramic      

17E0245:500:2 17E0245 500 2 object lead object lead      

17E0245:503:1 17E0245 503 1 pottery transferware ceramic      

17E0245:503:2 17E0245 503 2 pottery transferware ceramic      

17E0245:503:3 17E0245 503 3 pottery blueedged ceramic      

17E0245:503:4 17E0245 503 4 pottery slipped, late ceramic      

17E0245:503:5 17E0245 503 5 pottery glazed red earthenware ceramic      

17E0245:503:6 17E0245 503 6 pottery glazed red earthenware ceramic      

17E0245:503:7 17E0245 503 7 pottery glazed red earthenware ceramic      

17E0245:507:1 17E0245 507 1 pottery creamware, body ceramic      

17E0245:507:2 17E0245 507 2 ball stone ball/hammerstone? stone      

17E0245:508:1 17E0245 508 1 pottery brownware rim ceramic      

17E0245:508:2 17E0245 508 2 pottery brownware body sherd ceramic      

17E0245:508:3 17E0245 508 3 pottery brownware body sherd ceramic      
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17E0245:508:4 17E0245 508 4 pottery blackware body sherd ceramic      

17E0245:508:5 17E0245 508 5 pottery brownware body sherd ceramic      

15E0245:508:7 17E0245 508 6 pottery brownware body sherd ceramic      

15E0245:508:8 17E0245 508 8 pottery body sherd ceramic      

15E0245:508:9 17E0245 508 9 pottery body sherd ceramic      

15E0245:508:10 17E0245 508 10 pottery creamware rim sherd  ceramic      

15E0255:508:11 17E0245 508 11 pottery creamware body sherd  ceramic      

15E0255:508:12 17E0245 508 12 pottery creamware body sherd  ceramic      

15E0255:508:13 17E0245 508 13 pottery creamware body sherd  ceramic      

15E0245:508:14 17E0245 508 14 pottery creamware body sherd  ceramic      

15E0245:508:15 17E0245 508 15 pottery creamware body sherd  ceramic      

15E0245:508:16 17E0245 508 16 pottery creamware body sherd  ceramic      

15E0245:508:17 17E0245 508 17 pottery creamware body sherd  ceramic      

15E0245:508:18 17E0245 508 18 pottery base sherd  ceramic      

15E0245:508:19 17E0245 508 19 pottery rim sherd ceramic      

15E0245:508:20 17E0245 508 20 pottery rim sherd ceramic      

15E0245:508:21 17E0245 508 21 tile roof tile ceramic      

15E0245:508:22 17E0245 508 22 claypipe claypipe bowl ceramic      

15E0245:508:23 17E0245 508 23 jar rim, clear glass glass      

15E0245:508:24 17E0245 508 24 object corroded bar iron      

15E0245:508:25 17E0245 508 25 pottery earthenware ceramic      

15E0245:508:26 17E0245 508 26 flint unworked stone      

15E0245:508:27 17E0245 508 27 bone animal bone bone      

15E0245:508:28 17E0245 508 28 bone fish bone bone      

15E0245:508:29 17E0245 508 29 flint flint stone      

15E0245:508:30 17E0245 508 30 claypipe stem ceramic      

15E0245:508:31 17E0245 508 31 pottery rim sherd ceramic      

15E0245:511:1 17E0245 511 1 bone human bone bone      

17E0245:604:1 17E0245 604 1 tile floor tile ceramic      

17E0245:604:2 17E0245 604 2 brick brick fragment ceramic      

17E0245:604:3 17E0245 604 3 pottery glazed red earthenware ceramic      

17E0245:604:4 17E0245 604 4 pottery glazed red earthenware ceramic      

17E0245:604:5 17E0245 604 5 pottery transferware ceramic      

17E0245:604:6 17E0245 604 6 pot flowerpot? plastic      

17E0245:604:7 17E0245 604 7 bottle aqua bottle base glass      

17E0245:604:8 17E0245 604 8 key key iron      

17E0245:604:9 17E0245 604 9 bar iron object iron      

17E0245:604:10 17E0245 604 10 link semi-circular open link iron      

17E0245:604:11 17E0245 604 11 nail nail head and shaft iron      

17E0245:604:12 17E0245 604 12 
animal 
bone animal bone bone      

17E0245:604:13 17E0245 604 13 misc lump lump iron      

17E0245:604:14 17E0245 604 14 coal coal lumps coal      

17E0245:604:15 17E0245 604 15 slate slate fragment slate      

17E0245:604:16 17E0245 604 16 shell oyster shell shell      

17E0245:604:17 17E0245 604 17 vial vial, aqua glass glass      
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17E0245:604:18 17E0245 604 18 bottle beer bottle glass      

17E0245:604:19 17E0245 604 19 bottle aqua bottle base glass      

17E0245:604:20 17E0245 604 20 bottle body sherd, brown glass glass      

17E0245:604:21 17E0245 604 21 bottle body sherd, brown glass glass      

17E0245:604:22 17E0245 604 22 pottery rim, creamware ceramic      

17E0245:604:23 17E0245 604 23 pottery base, creamware sherd  ceramic      

17E0245:604:24 17E0245 604 24 pottery base, creamware sherd  ceramic      

17E0245:604:25 17E0245 604 25 pottery body sherd ceramic      

17E0245:604:26 17E0245 604 26 pottery base, creamware sherd  ceramic      

17E0245:604:27 17E0245 604 27 pottery rim, fire blackened ceramic      

17E0245:604:28 17E0245 604 28 pottery rim, flowerpot ceramic      

17E0245:604:29 17E0245 604 29 tile wall tile ceramic      

17E0245:604:30 17E0245 604 30 iron bed springs metal      

17E0245:604:31 17E0245 604 31 glass clear window glass glass      

17E0245:604:32 17E0245 604 32 object pen-knief metal      

17E0245:604:33 17E0245 604 33 claypipe stem ceramic      

17E0245:604:34 17E0245 604 34 pottery body sherd ceramic      

17E0245:607:1 17E0245 607 1 pottery glazed red earthenware ceramic      

17E0245:607:2 17E0245 607 2 pottery glazed red earthenware ceramic      

17E0245:607:3 17E0245 607 3 brick brick fragment ceramic      

17E0245:607:4 17E0245 607 4 slate slate fragments slate      

17E0245:608:1 17E0245 608 1 bone burnt animal bone bone      

17E0245:609:1 17E0245 609 1 glass window glass glass      

17E0245:609:2 17E0245 609 2 glass window glass glass      

17E0245:609:3 17E0245 609 3 glass window glass glass      

17E0245:609:4 17E0245 609 4 pottery tin glazed earthenware ceramic      

17E0245:609:5 17E0245 609 5 pottery creamware ceramic      

17E0245:609:6 17E0245 609 6 pottery creamware ceramic      

17E0245:609:7 17E0245 609 7 pottery creamware ceramic      

17E0245:609:8 17E0245 609 8 pottery transferware ceramic      

17E0245:609:9 17E0245 609 9 pottery glazed red earthenware ceramic      

17E0245:609:10 17E0245 609 10 pottery glazed red earthenware ceramic      

17E0245:609:11 17E0245 609 11 pottery glazed red earthenware ceramic      

17E0245:609:12 17E0245 609 12 pottery glazed red earthenware ceramic      

17E0245:609:13 17E0245 609 13 pottery transferware ceramic      

17E0245:609:14 17E0245 609 14 pottery transferware ceramic      

17E0245:609:15 17E0245 609 15 claypipe claypipe stem ceramic      

17E0245:609:16 17E0245 609 16 claypipe claypipe stem ceramic      

17E0245:609:17 17E0245 609 17 claypipe claypipe stem ceramic      

17E0245:609:18 17E0245 609 18 nail corroded nail? iron      

17E0245:609:19 17E0245 609 19 object corroded object iron      

17E0245:609:20 17E0245 609 20 object corroded object iron      

17E0245:609:21 17E0245 609 21 object corroded object iron      

17E0245:609:22 17E0245 609 22 stone 
rectangular lump, not 
worked chert      

17E0245:609:23 17E0245 609 23 pottery transferware ceramic      
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17E0245:609:24 17E0245 609 24 pottery transferware ceramic      

17E0245:609:25 17E0245 609 25 pottery transferware ceramic      

17E0245:609:26 17E0245 609 26 pottery creamware ceramic      

17E0245:609:27 17E0245 609 27 pottery creamware ceramic      

17E0245:609:28 17E0245 609 28 pottery creamware ceramic      

17E0245:609:29 17E0245 609 29 nail nail metal      

17E0245:609:30 17E0245 609 30 nail nail metal      

17E0245:609:31 17E0245 609 31 claypipe bowl fragment with stamp ceramic      

17E0245:609:32 17E0245 609 32 claypipe decorated stem ceramic      

17E0245:609:33 17E0245 609 33 slag molten material slag?      

17E0245:611:1 17E0245 611 1 bone  burnt animal bone bone      

17E0245:631:1 17E0245 631 1 stud copper alloy stud? metal      

17E0245:631:2 17E0245 631 2 iron nail metal      

 

 

 

 

 
(Full QUB report to follow in final report) 
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